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August II and September 30 appears to be Id. 6h. 18m. 
I2S, 

THE NEAR APPROACH OF SATURN AND MARS, 
NOVEMBER 3.-At the times of meridian transit at 
Greenwich the position of Saturn with reference to Mars 
near the conjunction of those bodies at the beginning of 
the ensuing month will be-

November 2 
" 3 ... 

Angle 80 
" 138 ... 

Distance 24·5 
" 9·4 

" 4 ... " 
212 .. , 

" 
22·.:i 

It wiH be seen that on November 3, about 8 P.M., the 
distance is about equal to the greatest elongation of the 
Saturnian satellite J apetus, but the satellite is not on this 
occasion in a position to be occulted by Mars. 

NEW COMET.-A telescopic comet was discovered on 
the evening of October 2, at Florence, by M. Tempel, to 
whom we already owed the discovery of the remarkable 
comet of January, 1866, which is found to be associated 
with the November meteor-stream, and the comets of 
short period of 1867 and 1873. Its position at 9h. is 
stated to have been in R.A. 23h. 5rm., N.P.D. 100° 191

• 

It was observed by Prof. Winnecke at Strasburg on the 
6th, and is described by him as pretty bright, about 0'·4 
in diameter with a star-like nucleus 10'1 Im., and a faint 
tail 4' in length on an angle of 2 5°. The diurnal motion 
appears to be about 3·5 minutes in R.A. diminishing, and 
in N.P.D. about 64' increasing. 

It may be noted that the position of this comet on 
October 2 was not far from that which would be occupied 
by the short-period comet of De Vico, due about this 
time, if it had arrived at perihelion at the end of the first 
week in September, but the observed direction of motion 
of the new comet is contrary to that which De Vico's 
must have under such condition, so that there can be no 
suspicion of identity. Prof. Winnecke's observations on 
October 6 give for the comet's apparent · place at 
I 1h. I 5m. 5s. mean time at Strasburg, right ascension 
?Jh. 36m. 2q9s., south declination l4° 36' 33"·0. 

BIOLOGICAL NOTES 

THE GoMBI ARROW POIS0N.-In a recent number of 
the Bulletin Mensuel de la Societe a' A cc!z'matation of Paris, 
M. M. E. Hardy gives a detailed account of researches and 
experiments on the active principle of the poison obtained 
from the seeds of Strojltanthus hisj;idus. This plant, 
which belongs to the poisonous order Apocynace::e, was 
first observed by Houdetot, a French naturalist in Sene
gambia, afterwards by Smeathmann near Sierra Leone, 
by Baikie at Nupe, by Griffon du Bellay at Gaboon, and 
by Gustav Mann in Western Tropical Africa. It is a 
climber with a hollow cylindrical stem, and grows in the 
forests, where it ascends to the summits of the highest 
trees. The oblong, nearly sessile, opposite leaves are 
from ten to twelve centimetres long by five wide, and are 
covered with hairs, particularly on the under surface. 
The yellow flowers are borne on terminal cymes. The fruit 
is a cylindrical follicle somewhat thicker that th~ thumb, 
and contains from roo to 200 oval seeds. By means of a 
fruit given them by the Paris Society, MM. Hardy and 
Gallois have discovered that the active principle is not, 
as was supposed, an alkaloid, andfor it the name Strojhan
tine, given to it some years ago by Dr. Fraser, is retained. 
Besides; they succeeded in isolating a substance presenting 
the characters of an alkaloid, . but which did not seem to 
possess any marked physiological properties; for this 
they propose the name Ineine. The former is very 
poisonous, a single crystal placed under the skin of a 
frog's foot causing the cessation of the heart's action in a 
fe:v ri\oinerits. Even after this has 1:aken place the animal 
still _po~sesses the power of motion, and it is only after 
respiration has become impossible, owing to the inter- . 

- ~--~-------- -
ruption of circulation in the nervous centres that death 
ensues from paralysis of the heart. These observations 
though yet incomplete, accord pretty well with fact~ 
recorded by different authors, and seem to prove that 
S!rof!hantine is really the poisonous ~gent in Strophanthus 
hisjzdus. The most elaborate experiments on the poison 
founq at the extremity of the arrows (used by the natives 
both m war and in hunting) are those conducted by MM. 
Carville and Polaillon in the laboratory of M. Vulpian. 
They were made on various classes of animals and show 
that t~e deadly ~ction is much more rapid · in mammals 
and birds than m molluscs, crustaceans, and fishes. On 
frogs under the influence·.of curare the poison acts much 
more slowly, though the respective actions of the two 
substances do not neutralise each other. · 

THE GELADA.-Several living speciinens of this ex
tremely _rare Abyssinia~ monkey, first described by Dr. 
Ruppell m 1835, have qmte recently reached this country 
for the first time, and are being exhibited at the Alex
andra Park. The exact affinities of the species have 
!1ever been. fully determined, different biologists placing 
1t, some with the Macaques, others with the Baboons. 
It is pe~uli~r in . that the male is covered with very 
lengthy air, hke that of the Wanderoo, whilst the female 
is a much more ordinary-looking monkey. In the male 
also, there is a bare spot in shape like an inverted T' 
upon _the breast, which is of a bright-pink colour' 
betommg red and expanded into an inverted heart~ 
shaped pa~ch upo~ excitement. The tail is long and like 
that of .a hon, havmg a bushy tuft at the extremity. The 
colour is a sooty dark-grey brown, verging upon black· 
the hands and feet are black ; the nails are powerful and 
long. The size of the male is about that .of a Chim
panzee four years old. , The eyes are close together and 
the snout prolonged. The living animal has a habit of 
everting the whole upper lip when irritated and thus 
exposing its formidable array of teeth. ' 

, AMERICAN INSECTIVOR.4.-Precursory notes on Ame
rican insectivorous mammals, with description of new 
species, by Dr. Elliott Cones, have reached us. A new 
sub-genus of Blarina is named Loriciscus. Sorex 
sphagnfrola and S. evotis are new species determined by 
the author, whilst descriptions of S. pacificus S. (Notio
sorex) crawfordi, and Blarina mex'i'catia are given from 
manuscripts of Prof. Baird. 

COAGULATION OF f3L0OD.-We notice an interesting 
paper by M. Fredencq, "On the Coacrulation of the 
Blood," in the seventh number of the Bulletin of the 
Belgian Academy. The paper deals especially with 
fibrinogen and its transformation into fibrine: The 
author having discovered that fibrinogen coagulates at 
56° C., i. e. , at a temperature far lower than the tempera
ture of coagulation of other albuminoids of the blood 
this proper!y of fibrinogen enabled him to study th~ 
transformat~on of that body into fibrine, and to throw 
some new light on the obscure problem of coagulation 
of blood. The researches are to be continued. 

PERSIAN AND SARDINIAN OPILIONES.-A memoir by 
Dr. Thorell, professor of Zoology at Upsala has been 
published at Genoa containing descriptions ~f certain 
~pecies of Opiliones from Persia and Sardinia preserved 
m ~h.e rp.useum '.1-t Genoa, tog~ther with diagnoses of 
add1t1onal forms m the collection of the author which 
are interesting, either as being new to science' or as 
having hitherto be.en imperfectly known. In o~der to 
:tdvance the .study of th~ Phalan$idea Dr. Thorell has 
incorporated m this. tr~a~1se a revision of the European 
genera, thus rendermg n mvaluable to every arachnologist 
who is desirous of studying the group. 

THE DA:PHNIAD~.-In the Beri'chte der Verhandlun({en 
of the Fre1burg Society of N aturalists Prof. Dr. Au.gust 
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Weisrnann, the eminent zoologist, and Herr August 
Gruber publish an interesting article on their joint 
research es with regard to Daphniadce, a family of Ento
mostraca. These investigations were principally confined 
to the species Moina, .of which M. rectirostris has been 
well known for a long time. Weismann now describes 
two ·new varieties and names them M. bracltiata and M. 
para,toxa. Other researches relate to the male forms of 
the species Macrothrix and Pasithca. 

THE FISHES OF LAKE NI CARAGUA.-Drs. Gill and 
Bransford have recently investigated the fauna of this 
Jake and con!ributed a paper to the Philadelphia Academy 
of Natural Sciences. The element of especial interest 
is the association of characteristically marine forms with 
fresh-water types. Thus, together with cichlids and 
characime, none of which are marine, we have a species 
of megalops, a shark, and a saw-fish. A similar combina
tion occurs in the Philippines, where, in a fresh-water 
lake, a saw-fish and a dog-fish are found. The megalops, 
however, is not known dsewhere in fresh water so isolated 
from the sea as Lake Nicaragua. These instances suggest 
caution in generalising on physiographical conditions from 
fossil remains. The most probable cause of such a com
bination is the detention and survival of salt-water fishes 
in inle ts of the sea that have become isolated and 
gradually tramformed into fresh-water lakes. 

SOLAR RADIATION AND SUN-SPOTS 

IN the year 1875 two articles by Mr. H. F. Blanford 
on the connection between solar heat and sun-spots 
appeared in the pages of NATURE (..-ol. xii. pp. 147 and 
188), in which it was shown th a t Mr. BaxendeH's con· 
clusion that the sun's heat undertoes a period ical variation 
coinciding direc tly with that of the spots, appeared to be 
suppor ted by the evidence of observations of the black
bulb thermometer taken at certain stations in Bengal and 
the nei ghbouring provinces. My attention has been 
recalled to the subject by the almost complete failure of 
the rainy ,nonsoon t his year in Upper India, and by the 
exce; sive!y high temperature ever since the middle of 
J ur.e, and I have been thereby led to a ttempt to discover 
whether any evidence in favour of Mr. Baxcndell's con
clusion, or against it, is to be obtained from the registers 
of meteorological stations in Upper India. l have there
fore gone over the registers of certain stations in the 
North-West Provinces and Oudh, where solar radiation 
temperatures have been record ed since 1869, and at which 
not more than one change of instrumen t occurred in the 
inte rval 1869-1876. The inference l draw from these 
records is exactly the opposite of Mr. Blanford's. They 
do not afford any support to Mr. Baxendell's theory, but 
the energy of solar radiation appears from them to be 
most intense when the sp'.>ts are fewest. 

The reason of this discrepancy in the two sets of results 
will probably be found in the d iffe1ent modes of treat
ment we ha ve adopted in extracting from the registers 
their evidence regarding this question. Mr. Blrnford's 
treatment of the S1lchar register, the result s of which are 
given in his first paper, con sisted in picking out certain 
"clear days" on which the m ean serenity at 10 A.M. and 
4 P. M. was 6-10ths of the expanse, or mo~e, tabulating the 
m aximu m temperatures of solar rad ta t10n for all these 
days in each month, and taking the avo:rag.e, neglecting 
the months of the south-west ruonsoon which are almost 
entirely wanting in clear days, as above _dt!fined. . The 
res•.dts of the examination of the Daq1hng register, 
given in the second paper, were obtained by deduct
ing frorn the three hi ghes t recorded tem peratures_ of 
sola r radiation in each half-month the correspondtng 
maximum temperatures in sh ade, tabula tin~ these differ
ences for each month, and taktng the averag;e. Buth 
these devices, I think, imroduce new elements of error, 

probably as great as those they were intended to obviate ; 
for, as Mr. Blanford himself points out, it constantly 
happens that the solar radiation thermometer records 
m_uch higher temperatures when the sky is partly covered 
with brok~n cloud than when it is perfectly clear, the 
reason bemg, doubtless, that the instrument is then 
screen ed to a g reat extent from radia tion into space, 
while the sun comes out from time to t ime, and exerts his 
full heating power upon it. I am therefore inclined to 
think that the somewhat higher radiation t emperatures 
recorded at the Bengal stations in 1870, 187 T, and 1872 
were probably due to the larger number of partially 
cloudy . d ays m thos_e years as compared with the years 
1mmed1ately precedtng and succeeding them. 

In the clear atmo,phere of Upper India the months 
of March, Apr)!, May, October, and November are gene
rally almost without a cloud, the mean serenity at stations 
on the plains during those months being over 7-10ths. 
There can, therefore be little error in taking the mean 
excess of the maximum temperature of sola r radiation 
above the maximum in shade during those months in 
each year, as the measure of the intensity of solar radia
tion during the year ; for the two irregulari ties introduced 
by occasional cloudy days, preven tion of direct radiation 
from the sun to the thermometer and orevention of radia
tion from the latter into space, wiil to some extent 
counterbala nce each other. " 

The following table gives these yearly means for three 
stations :-Chakrata, lat. 30° 4o' N., lnng 77° 55' E., 
elevation above sea-level, 7050 feet; Roorkee, lat. 29° 52' 
N., long. 77° 56' E., elevation, 890 feet; and Lucknow, 
lat. 26° 50' N., long. 81° o' E., elevation 370 feet. 

18·59 1870 1871 1872 1873 1874 187 5 1876 

Chakd.>a 6t7 
0 

62°) 6f·2 
0 0 

6{6 (,40·6 57 ·2 63 0 65·4 
R uorkee 51 ·9 39·0 41 ·5 47'4 54·0 5 2·2 5 r ·6 55·9 
Lucknow 44 5 43 ·s 47'2 47'6 47·0 47·6 49·1 54'2 

Mean 52 '4 46·6 5o·5 52 'I 54·7 ss· 1 56· 1 58 2 

It will be seen that the lowest of these numbers is that 
corresponding to the year of sun-spot maximum, I 870, 
and the highes t is that for 1876, a year of very few spots. 

Unfortunately none of the thermometers in u ;eat these 
stat ions between 1869 and 1876 had been comparc.i either 
with a standard or wi th the others, and as the instruments 
at some of the stations were in the mear.t1me replaced, 
these results are doubtful within the limits of t he e rror of 
such thermometers. This error probably never exceeds 
5°, but the difference between the num bers for 1870 and 
1876, given in the table, amounts, on the average, to 11 ·6°. 
It is believed, too, that during the whole perioJ, 1869.76, 
the thermometer at Chakrata was n ever changed , and one 
thermometer was in continuous use at Roorkee from 1872 
to 1876. The differences in the table mus t therefore be 
the effect eithe r of a real variation in the sun's h eat, or c,f 
a greater degree of absorption than usual during the wet 
an d cloudy years, about the sun-s pot minimum. Lest 
they should be attributed to this !dtter cau ,e, I have 
examined the registe rs of the same three stat ions in much 
the same way as Mr. Blanford did th a t of Silchar, and 
find that owing to the proportion of cloud beings~ very 
small, especially in October and N uvembn, the results 
are very little changed. The mon hs of th e s.,uth-west 
monsoon, Tune, July, August, and September, a nd those 
of the win,er rains, December, Jctnu My, a nd February, 
hav.e been lefc out, and the only d ays counted ·during the 
remaining months are those on wh ic11 the d0ud prof)ortion 
at four P.M., when the maximum therrnomettrs were read, 
did not exceed 2-10ths. The only ex :eption to this rule 
is the hill station Cnakrata, where the cloud proportion 
for the spr 1116 months had to b e fixed a t one-lu1t. The 
exact tempe rature of solar radiation d1Us de t rmined 
varies also in the way shown. above, the 011 ly apparent 
tffcc t of the treatrnen t ·being the i uirod uction ut blight 
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